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Abstract
On January 18, 2015 the New England Patriots defeated the Indianapolis Colts 45 to 7 in the
American Football Conference Championship Game. Accusations were levied against the
Patriots that their game footballs were intentionally deflated to make them easier to handle.
These allegations earned the moniker “Deflategate”. This controversy in professional sports
provides foundation for a hands-on high school chemistry laboratory experiment that challenges
students to determine whether observed football deflation was intentional or could have arisen by
thermophysical phenomenon. This open-ended question was posed to classes of sophomore and
junior high school students in Chemistry, Honors Chemistry, and Advanced Placement (AP)
Chemistry at Oak Hall School in Gainesville, FL. A post-activity survey was used for indirect
assessment of students’ perceived enjoyment, engagement, learning, and understanding from the
Deflategate activity.
To answer the question “Could Patriot footballs have been deflated by cold environment
exposure?”, a special instrument was developed with unique capability to simultaneously
measure pressure and temperature inside a football while the ball is exposed to environments at
temperatures different than where it was inflated. Students carried out the experiment, simulated
football play in an environment different than the ball’s inflation temperature, collected relevant
data, analyzed the results, and reported their conclusions.
A post-activity survey with n = 63 responders gauged student participant enjoyment,
engagement, learning, and understanding arising from the lesson on a four-level Likert scale.
Results were strongly positive with the highest average scores (3.66 ± 0.50, 3.57 ± 0.56, and 3.54
± 0.59) reported for the project being interesting, helpful for learning material, and enjoyable
respectively.
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Introduction
On Sunday, January 18, 2015 the New England Patriots defeated the Indianapolis Colts 45 to 7
in the American Football Conference (AFC) Championship Game. Accusations were quickly
levied against the Patriots that game footballs had been intentionally deflated by about 13.8 kPa
(2 PSI) below the 86.2 to 93.1 kPa (12.5 to 13.5 PSIG) gauge pressure range stated in National
Football League (NFL) rules. Deflation ostensibly made the game balls easier for Patriots players
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to catch, hold, and carry. This alleged rule violation led to an NFL investigation that found it was
“more probable than not” that Patriots equipment managers deliberately tampered with the game
balls. As a result, the Patriots were fined $1 million and lost their first- and fourth-round draft
picks. Patriots Quarterback Tom Brady was suspended for four games1. The incident became
widely reported national news and was dubbed by the media as “Deflategate”, its now infamous
moniker. Although the Patriots were censured, the team never admitted guilt.
Despite the NFL investigation findings of game ball tampering, another explanation for the
observed ball deflation is also possible. If the footballs were inflated in a warm locker room (e.g.,
296 K [about 73.1 °F]) and then taken out to a much colder field of play, thermophysical
processes alone might explain the observed pressure drop. Indeed, the ambient temperature
during the infamous January 18, 2015 AFC Championship game was approximately 283 K
(about 49.7 °F). Assuming 1) air in the game ball behaved as an ideal gas and 2) thermal
equilibrium with ambient temperature had been achieved inside the game ball, Gay-Lussac’s law
of pressure–temperature proportionality for a closed system of fixed volume2 predicts a 4.4%
pressure drop, which corresponds to 4.1 kPa (0.59 PSI) pressure drop below full ball inflation.
Combined with non-idealities such as air leakage from the valve during play, could
thermophysical processes alone have been the cause of the reduced game ball pressures
underpinning the Deflategate controversy?
This open-ended question was posed to classes of sophomore and junior students in Chemistry,
Honors Chemistry, and Advanced Placement (AP) Chemistry at Oak Hall School in Gainesville,
FL to motivate their interest in and excitement for engineering thermodynamics. To answer the
question, a hands-on group laboratory experiment was created, and a special instrument was
developed with the unique capability to simultaneously measure the pressure and temperature
inside a football while it is exposed to environments at temperatures different than where it was
inflated. Students carried out the experiment, simulated football play in an environment different
than the ball’s inflation temperature, collected relevant data, analyzed the results, and reported
their conclusions.
As early as high school, making connections in the classroom between familiar applications and
their relevance to engineering is important to stimulate student interest, promote knowledge of
the profession, and drive future engineering students toward appropriate college majors. For
example, our own past work incorporates hands-on systems-level engineering design into high
school classrooms3,4 using toys familiar to many students. At the high school level, the work of
Widmark using model rocketry is also an exceptional example of this approach5.
Deflategate is relevant to and useful for teaching engineering at the high school level for multiple
reasons. First, it connects engineering to professional sports competitions, which makes it
interesting to students who might not have considered the engineering profession as a career
prior to this activity. Second, it focuses on a controversial situation made famous by ongoing
media coverage to highlight how thermodynamic processes are relevant to familiar real-world
events. Third, it presents a hands-on, open-ended experimental activity any high school educator
can adopt, insert into a science course, and carry out to introduce students to topics relevant to
engineering thermodynamics. The Deflategate activity described here is encompassed within the
underlying pedagogy narrative of New Learning developed by Kalantzis and Cope6 It also
follows the Energy Engineering Learning Module (EELM™) pedagogy that places value on
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experiences which are hands-on, accessible, student-centered, economical, and “turn-key”7.
Needed hardware must be affordable for an institution with limited resources and be buildable
and operable by a handy course instructor or technician without situated knowledge or access to
specialized tools or equipment. Recently, EELM™ was demonstrated successfully at the high
school level by taking a college-level thermodynamics laboratory and re-casting it for an AP
Physics II class8, demonstrating the viability of EELM™ as a pedagogical framework for
inserting engineering content into high school science courses.
Background
Using events widely covered in the media to teach high school chemistry has been advocated for
and successfully implemented by several educators. For example, Glaser and Carson developed
the Chemistry Is in the News project and created a taxonomy to rate activities that comingle
current events with chemistry instruction. The activities ranged from reading news articles for
class to producing portfolios and then peer-evaluating the portfolios of other students9.
Demonstrating student engagement effectiveness of using news for technical instruction, Hume
et al. surveyed 37 student groups taught with Chemistry Is in the News pedagogy finding 75%
reported a positive overall experience while only 8% had an overall negative experience10.
Allchin et al argued that teaching science in the context of contemporary cases is useful to
developing students’ functional scientiﬁc literacy, especially when the underpinning scientific
claims are contentious and mingle with discourse on values11. According to Latour, a key feature
of contemporary cases is that they are unresolved, and the science is still “in-the-making”12.
The Patriots’ Deflategate controversy addresses four critical elements for effective use of news
in the science classroom: 1) the story was contentious [Did the Patriots cheat?], 2) the ethical
values of Patriots Quarterback Tom Brady were in question [Were rules intentionally broken to
gain unfair advantage?], 3) the underpinning science remains unresolved [the Patriots were
censured but never admitted guilt; scientific findings from NFLs investigation were disputed by
outside scientists], and 4) the events were recent [today’s high school chemistry students were in
middle school in 2015, old enough to remember Deflategate].
A fifth beneficial feature of the Deflategate activity is that discussion, experiment, and results
analysis occur within the context of a single 50-minute class meeting. The literature shows that
timeliness of feedback to initial inquiry is important for improved student learning in the
sciences. Huang et al reported a study in which students engaged in either asynchronous or
synchronous online discussion over social media analyzing science news stories13. They found
that while all participating students improved their science content knowledge students in
synchronous groups acquired better understanding than those in asynchronous groups. This result
reinforces a small earlier study by Davidson-Shivers et al that found the ability to give and
receive quick feedback in synchronous discussion benefits student learning14.
Theory & Experimental Methods
For high school chemistry classroom instruction, application of the Ideal Gas Law to the air
inside the football provides a surprisingly accurate prediction of the internal pressure change as a
function of measured temperature in the time scale of a single 50-minute class session.
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(1)

𝑃𝑉 = 𝑛𝑅𝑇

Under the assumption that the air volume inside the ball remains unchanged despite its level of
inflation, Eq. 1 can be reduced to Gay-Lussac’s law of pressure–temperature proportionality for
a closed system of fixed volume. For purposes of the experiment, it can be rewritten to relate the
pressures and temperatures of two end states in a thermodynamic process:
𝑃1
𝑇1

=

𝑃2

(2)

𝑇2

Equation 2 was used during the in-class experiment to estimate the final pressure of the football,
P2, given initial internal pressure and temperature measurements and a final internal temperature
measurement.
The unique capability enabling this experiment is ability to simultaneously measure pressure and
temperature at a known depth inside the football in real time as the ball warms up and progresses
between thermodynamic states. This capability is realized by threading a 40 AWG bare
thermocouple bead through the port of a Vevo Sports USA Ballspike Inflation Needle. Figure 1
(A) shows a student and instructor inflating a football with this instrument. Footballs inflated at
room temperature were then stored for 20 minutes in a school freezer while the temperature and
pressure during cool-down were data-logged to simulate the ball’s thermal exposure at the
January 18, 2015 American Football Conference Championship football game where Deflategate
occurred.

A

B

Figure 1: (A) With instructor guidance, a chemistry student hand-inflates a
game football to regulation pressure under ambient classroom conditions in
preparation for a cold soak in the school freezer. (B) To simulate game play
at a different ambient temperature than where the ball started, students
scrimmaged with the cold-soaked football for 20 minutes to warm it up.
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A detailed description of this teaching laboratory apparatus; quantitative results obtained using it;
and how to choreograph events during a 50-minute high school class session to facilitate data
collection, analysis, and a little play time [Figure 1 (B)] are given in a companion paper15. The
focus of this current paper is analyzing student indirect assessment responses to evaluate
effectiveness of the activity for introducing high schoolers to the experiment’s engineering
concepts.
Pedagogical Methods & Results
At the end of the experimental activity, student participants were asked to complete an
anonymous paper survey to evaluate their self-reported learning and their attitudes about the
Deflategate class activity. The survey is included in the appendix of this paper.
Data from the student surveys are represented in two different ways. Since the response
population was large enough (n = 63) to present results statistically, Fig. 2 shows the aggregate
responses to each question represented as means with error bars based on standard deviations.
Since the Likert scale generates discrete data (i.e., the only acceptable responses are represented
by whole numbers), definitions for discrete mean and standard deviations are used with the
probability function built from data collected from each question.
𝜇 = ∑[𝑥 ∙ 𝑃(𝑥)]

(3)

𝜎𝑥 = √∑(𝑥 2 ∙ 𝑃(𝑥)) − 𝜇𝑥2

(4)

While the data of Figure 2 are easy to visualize, there is ongoing discussion in the pedagogical
literature whether it is valid to treat Likert scale data statically16,17. Likert data are ordinal,
discrete, and have limited range: properties that violate assumptions underpinning most
parametric tests. For this Deflategate analysis, for example, the data’s discrete nature balloons
standard deviation above what it might be for continuous data. Therefore, Fig. 3 provides an
alternative visualization, showing the distribution of student responses to each survey question.
In addition to quantitative results, the survey also included an open-ended question asking
students to comment on their experience. Of the n = 63 survey responses, 21 individuals left
unique written comments, and among these responses, 11 described the activity as “fun”. Table 1
contains a representative sample of student feedback written on the survey. Repeat instances of
“fun” have been removed for brevity.
Discussion
Knowing that interpretation of conﬂicting evidence by scientists and/or engineers is not always
objective is an important element of technical literacy for students to grasp. A more contentious
news story that shares Deflategate’s effectiveness as a teaching topic is genetic engineering. So,
it is interesting to draw parallels between how high school science students responded to these
different news items. Khishfe explored student decision making in a case on genetic engineering
and found high school students improved their understanding that scientific knowledge is
tentative, empirical, and subjective. Interestingly, the activity did not inﬂuence students’ pre/post
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decisions regarding whether genetic engineering was ethical, but it changed the stated reasons
students gave for their decisions18.
Table 1: Summary of open-ended question student comments and
responses on post-activity indirect assessment survey.

#
1
2
3
4

Written Student Feedback
It was a lot of fun! (x11)
It’s nice to see what we study is true.
I am not a football person.
It was fun, and you should think of how to connect other
labs to the real world.
5 I really enjoyed the connection between a sometimes
confusing topic and a relevant and well known event
6 I had a lot of fun doing this and thought it was really
interesting!
7 Tom Brady is a cheater.
8 As little math as possible would be absolutely splendid.
9 Really fun! I like the “hands on” type of learning better.
10 More fun than lecture.

Enjoyed Activity

3.54

0.59

Better Gas Law Understanding

3.35

0.41

Helps Learning

3.57

0.46

Met Learning Outcome

3.54

0.57

Helps on Tests

3.33

0.64

Makes Class Interesting

3.66

0.50

Makes Class Understandable

3.54

0.56

1

2

3

4

Likert Scale

Figure 2: Post-activity indirect student survey responses were collected on
a 4-point Likert scale [1 = Strongly Disagree, 4 = Strongly Agree]. This
summary shows that the Deflategate activity was received positively by
students and helped them feel they had learned and understood the
underpinning engineering material.
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Enjoyed Activity

36

Better Gas Law Understanding

26

22

1

40

1

Helps Learning

37

24

2

Met Learning Outcome

36

26

1

Helps on Tests

26

33

Makes Class Interesting

3 1

43

Makes Class Understandable

19

36
0

Strongly Agree

10

Agree

1

25
20

Disagree

30

40

50

2
60

Strongly Disagree

Figure 3: This alternative visualization of post-activity indirect student 4-point Likert survey results
[1 = Strongly Disagree, 4 = Strongly Agree] shows most students agreed / strongly agreed that
the Deflategate activity was enjoyable, induced learning, and increased understanding.

Along the same lines, student participants in the Deflategate activity displayed biases similar to
those reported by Khishfe. Most students aware of the Deflategate controversy entered the
activity with preset opinions about whether the Patriots intentionally deflated their game
footballs; these opinions were strongly tied to whether students were Patriots fans or supported a
rival football team. Once they collected definitive experimental data from the hands-on
experiment, student options on whether the Patriots cheated did not change. However, they were
able to provide more rigorous scientific reasoning to support their positions. In one example, a
student started class claiming the Patriots cheated because evidence was found that Quarterback
Tom Brady texted instructions to a locker room ball hander to deflate the game balls. By the end
of the experiment, this same student was arguing and showing by calculation that ambient
temperature at the Deflategate incident was not cold enough to induce pressure losses observed
by referees when the game footballs were measured at half time.
Armed now with deep understanding of the thermodynamics underlying the Deflategate incident,
students more deeply appreciated why the incident was contentious and still remains unresolved.
Instead of being detrimental to learning, the knowledge that science is uncertain increased
student discourse and discussion leading to more advanced technical questions like “Is the Ideal
Gas Law always true?” and “What assumptions did we made that were invalid?” Questioning the
approaches used is the genesis of engineering thinking and a pathway to accessing the highest
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Bloom’s Taxonomy levels. K-12 students (who are most often taught that problems have one
solution) could benefit from more open-ended experimentation like the Deflategate activity.
Conclusion
An open-ended hands-on experiment was developed and carried out in a high school chemistry
class that simulated the January 18, 2015 American Football Conference Championship Game in
which the New England Patriots were accused of intentionally deflating game footballs to make
them easier to handle. To facilitate this experiment, an instrument was created capable of
simultaneously measuring the pressure and temperature inside a football. Using this instrument,
students measured the influence on internal pressure if a ball is inflated at ambient temperature
and then cold-soaked at lower temperature. This experiment introduced thermophysical
engineering concepts, including Ideal Gas Law and Heat Transfer, to high school chemistry
classes.
An investigation of the Deflategate football controversy favorably addresses all five parameters
established in the literature as essential for successful deployment of the Chemistry Is in the
News teaching approach: 1) the story was contentious, 2) the ethical values the story’s
participants were in question, 3) the underpinning science is unresolved, 4) the events were
recent, and 5) students obtained nearly instantaneous feedback in their discussion and
exploration of the story.
To evaluate the pedagogical impact of this activity on student learning and attitudes, a postactivity survey was completed by n = 63 student participants. Students were asked to evaluate on
a four-point Likert scale multiple dimensions of the activity including how much they felt it
helped their learning, understanding, and interest in the subject. Responses were favorable with
the highest scores assigned to “Making the Class Interesting” (3.66 ± 0.50), “Help Learning the
Material” (3.57 ± 0.56), and “Making the Class Enjoyable” (3.54 ± 0.59). Students’
overwhelmingly positive response to the Deflategate activity suggests it would be beneficial for
dissemination to and adoption by other high school science teachers beyond Oak Hall School.
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Appendix
The following survey was used verbatim as it appears in this appendix to gather indirect
assessment data on the Deflategate activity from each student participant in all five class sections
where the experiment was conducted.
=====================================================================
Deflate-Gate Post-Activity Student Survey
1. I enjoyed the Deflate-Gate activity in chemistry class.
Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

2. The Deflate-Gate chemistry class activity improved my understanding of gas laws.
Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

3. Seeing connections between chemistry class activities and a real event covered in the media
(the NFL Deflate-Gate controversy) helps my learning.
Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

4. Based on the Deflate-Gate chemistry class activity, I learned that the pressure of a ball inflated
under indoor environmental conditions (room temperature) can change after exposure to and play
in outdoor conditions.
Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree
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5. Participating in the Deflate-Gate chemistry activity improves my ability to solve test
questions and problems covering the relationship between pressure and temperature for
gases (Gay-Lussac’s Law).
Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

6. Seeing how chemistry is related to real world issues and problems makes the subject more
interesting.
Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

7. Seeing how chemistry is related to real world issues and problems makes the subject easier to
understand and learn.
Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

8. Please write any other comments regarding this activity below. Thank you!
=====================================================================
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